FUGRO
BAT ENVIROSAMPLER®
The BAT Envirosampler® is a groundwater and soil gas sampling system
consisting of a 10 cm long filter screen that is stored in a hollow rod with
a tip. The system is pushed to the desired depth and the filter screen is
exposed by pulling the enclosing rod up.

Groundwater or soil gas is able to flow
through the filter screen (sintered steel,
pore diameter 20 µm, outer diameter 33
mm, height 100 mm).

delivered to the laboratory under the
pressure of the sampling enviroment.
The sampling volume can be increased by
repeated sampling.

SAMPLING PROCESS

BOTTOM UP / TOP DOWN

With the help of a shuttle system an
exvacated glass vessel with a volume of 130
ml is lowered to the filter tip (outer
diameter 45 mm).
The filter tip and the vessel are sealed with
a rubber septum. Via a double-ended
needle the vessel is connected to the filter
room and the groundwater or soil gas is
soaked into the vessel due to the vacuum.
The vessel is sealed against outer
influences and the sample can be

Bottom Up is the standard sampling
method for sampling different horizons of
a borehole. The filter tip is pushed to the
lowest horizon and after sampling pulled
up to the next horizon.
However it is also possible to use the Top
Down sampling, where is horizon is
sampled in its own push. This approach
prevents cross-contamination completely.
BAT groundwater sampler in exposed and closed
state.
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PRO’S
■
■

in-situ sampling of a small horizon.
Sealed sampling, no loss of volatile
contaminants. No false low readings
from the laboratory.

CON’S
■

■

Big amounts of sampling material
cannot be achieved in a economically
sufficient manner.
Measurement of in-situ parameters
technically not possible.

BAT Envirosampler® is a registered
trademark of BAT Geosystems AB, in
Sweden and other countries.

Schematic overview of the BAT sampler.

Glass vessel filled with a groundwater sample.
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BAT filter tip, schematic of water sampling process.
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